Bevan Brittan produces a number of publications, alerts and products focusing on health and social care law and offers a wide range of legal training. If you would like your details to be added to the distribution lists for any of the publications, mental health extranet or training listed below, please contact Claire Bentley.

**Health and Social Care Update**
This monthly update contains brief details of recent publications, legislation, cases, Bevan Brittan updates and training relevant to those involved in health and social care work.

**Essentials**
Court of Protection, Mental Health and Capacity Essentials is an email alert that sends out in depth updates on important cases and new guidance keeping readers up to date with the latest developments in this fast paced and challenging field.

**Healthline**
This is a quarterly review on trending legal topics for the health and social care industry.

**Claims Online**
This is a quarterly review which focuses on important cases and guidance relevant to those working on and affected by medical malpractice claims.

**Bevan Brittan Mental Health Extranet**
Bevan Brittan has a wealth of mental health knowledge it would like to share with clients. We have therefore developed a free secure online resource which hosts a secure forum where members can discuss issues and share best practice and a knowledge hub which stores up to date mental health knowledge in one place. It also offers access to internal training events.

**Training**
Bevan Brittan has a programme of training events and training packages to ensure that health and social care professionals in provider and commissioner organisations are up to speed with their duties and to enable key managers to proactively manage caseloads. You can either attend these sessions in person or sign up to watch the training sessions remotely via our webinar facility.

For more information, please contact:

Claire Bentley
Associate
0370 194 1603 | 07500 229331
claire.bentley@bevanbrittan.com
**Feedback – What our clients have said about us**

“Extremely helpful and I am able to forward relevant information and caselaw to the different departments within the Trust.

– Legal Services Manager, A regional NHS Trust

“I find the updates really helpful. I send some of the articles onto other colleagues around the Trust if I think they will be of interest to them.


“It supports me in my professional role; particularly about identifying changes to practice and also informing us how case law develops.

– Assistant Director Adult Social Care and Health, A City Council

“Always well received by me to ensure I’m up to date – and we also share with our wider leadership team to ensure they too are briefed.

– Associate Director of Corporate Affairs, A regional NHS Trust

“I find them incredibly useful in informing me of the areas, as a non executive, I need to be seeking assurance on within my trust.

– Non executive director and deputy chair, A regional NHS Trust

“I tend to look for the lessons learnt to see if there is anything that we can implement to improve quality and patient safety.


“Mainly dealing with a corporate and commercial caseload... it helps ensure I don’t miss anything I ought to know about.

– Solicitor, A County Council

“I find it tremendously helpful to understand the issues facing my colleagues.

– Head of Governance, An NHS Clinical Commissioning Group